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Please note, we are carefully following government guidelines and we will be updating this              
document accordingly. 

 

All students will receive information of our current procedure when they enrol on their course, as                
we expect to be adjusting these measures as government guidelines change. Currently:  

● On arrival at Leiths we are checking how our students are feeling and not allowing               
anyone who feels unwell in any way to come into the building. 

● We are asking students to wear masks on arrival, when cooking and in the communal               
areas. 

● Additional signage has been distributed around the building to remind both students and             
staff of this. 

Class times 

Our course times have been adjusted to make sure we have a reduced number of students                
entering and exiting the building at one time and that students go straight into class and leave                 
directly once it has finished. 

Smaller class sizes 

Initially we will be minimising contact through running smaller classes; summer courses will             
have only half the number of students, whilst still maintaining our high teacher to student ratio.                
We will only increase the numbers in classes when it is safe to do so.  

Distances will be clearly marked to ensure students are not close together when using the               
fridges, sinks and ovens. Systems are in place to make sure everyone knows how to move                
around the kitchens safely. 

Demonstrations 

We are sharing our demonstrations in different ways while it is not possible for all our students                 
to be together in the demonstration room. We have chosen the skills that will benefit from                
close-up filming and we are sharing these videos with the students, backed up by having tutors                
on-hand to answer questions and provide support. We are also still running some live              
demonstrations with very small groups in the audience. We will also be filming demonstrations              
with guest chefs whilst they are not able to come into the building, and asking them to follow up                   
with Q&A sessions with our students.  

 



Student Facilities 

Our student facilities such as our changing rooms and refreshments have been spread out in               
the building to minimise contact and ensure safe distancing can be maintained. 

Housekeeping procedures 

Our housekeeping team, known for already running a very tight-ship, have put in place an               
enhanced cleaning programme throughout the building. They are provided with the correct PPE             
and will be thoroughly cleaning frequently touched surfaces. Students and staff will be provided              
with the latest Food Hygiene and Health & Safety information, stressing good hand and              
respiratory hygiene to be followed at all times.  

Limited numbers of staff in the building 

Our staff are working from home as much as possible, whilst keeping Leiths running efficiently,               
to keep numbers in the building low. 

If you have any more questions about health and safety, please don’t hesitate to contact us at                 
buyer@leiths.com 

 

 

 


